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Footwear sales have been strong, and that trend is
expected to continue in both men’s and women’s segments,
thanks to necessity and product innovation. The challenge
for brands and retailers lies in encouraging more shopping
outside of replacement and continuing to find ways to
address changing consumer shopping preferences,
especially as online shopping increases in the category.

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Increased online shopping could create challenges for traditional retailers
Replacement is the top reason for purchase

Growth is expected, coming from both men’s and women’s footwear, dually driven by an on-going need
for shoes and consumer interest. Innovation in the category is keeping many active shoe shoppers
engaged and willing to buy more, but where they shop is shifting, with online growing in share of trips.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Replacement and splurging are top reasons consumers buy shoes
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Men shop with purpose, women shop to treat themselves
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Preferences for Footwear Shopping
Preferences are split between in-store and online shoe shopping:
Most consumers want to try before they buy
Figure 40: Preferences for footwear shopping, March 2018
Older women prefer to try on shoes, while young men are doing more online research
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Figure 41: Preferences for footwear shopping, by gender and age, March 2018
Dads are likely to seek guidance with their purchases
Figure 42: Preferences for footwear shopping, by parental status, March 2018
Black and Hispanic shoppers demonstrate similar preferences when shopping for footwear
Figure 43: Preferences for footwear shopping, by race and Hispanic origin, March 2018
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Dads are willing to invest in shoes and look to social media for guidance
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Multicultural shoppers desire to be trendy
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Consumers want more options to alleviate frustrations
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Innovations could increase purchases among the most enthusiastic shoppers
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Parents are influenced by more factors
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Special shoes and sizing, reservations, and rewards could engage multicultural consumers
Figure 50: Desired improvements, by race and Hispanic origin, March 2018
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Figure 55: Male population by age, 2013-23
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